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Abstract
Sino-Soviet-American relations during 1969 followed a chaotic course. Scholars have asserted in the past that the Sino-Soviet border conflict in March led to Sino-American rapprochement in December. However, evidence from China, the former socialist world and the United States undermines the interpretation of a purposeful and planned policy of any of the three actors to the others. None had a formulated policy or strategy in place. China lacked the governmental ability to chart a clear course, the United States underwent a presidential transition, and neither it nor the Soviet Union had meaningful diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic. In this context, the border clashes, intended by China to reassert territorial claims on a small island, led to a complex web of actions and interactions between the three countries that was based on mutual misunderstanding, lack of communication, exaggerated threat perceptions and improvised decision making. Thus the outcome at the end of the year, the start of a friendly relationship between Beijing and Washington, was by no means the result of well-formulated and implemented policies.
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Transformations in Sino-Soviet-American relations in the late 1960s and early 1970s changed the dynamics of the Cold War. Washington sought relaxation with Beijing to pressure Moscow on arms limitations; the Chinese sought rapprochement with the Americans for strategic reasons; and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics (USSR) and the United States saw the People’s Republic of China (PRC) rise to equal status. According to conventional wisdom, the Sino-Soviet border clashes on 2 and 15 March at the disputed Zhenbao 珍宝 Island on an isolated stretch of the Ussuri River were the central events in 1969.1 President Richard M. Nixon’s national security adviser Henry Kissinger
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1 Roderick MacFarquhar and Michael Schoenhals mention a third clash, two days after the second: Mao’s Last Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap, 2006), p. 310.
asserted that the USSR started the clashes with the unintended result of providing
an opening for US rapprochement with China.\textsuperscript{2} Philip Short argued that
Chairman Mao Zedong instigated them to seek rapprochement with the
United States and to balance the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{3} As asserted by Lyle Goldstein
and M. Taylor Fravel, the evidence points towards Chinese aggressiveness on 2
March and a Soviet counter attack on the 15th. Both identified various possible
explanations: a Chinese reaction to the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia on
21 August 1968, the Soviet militarization of the Chinese border, or Mao’s cre-
ation of a limited foreign policy crisis to forge national unity.\textsuperscript{4}

But how do the March clashes fit into Sino-Soviet-American relations? On the
basis of Chinese evidence, Roderick MacFarquhar and Michael Schoenhals have
recently moved away from linear explanations,\textsuperscript{5} a finding which this article sup-
ports. The outcome at the end of 1969 was not predetermined by intentions at the
beginning of the year, as each of the three countries involved had neither
detailed policies towards the other two nor the institutional or political capabilities to pur-
sue any. Documentation from China, Russia, the United States and Europe
reveals that all three sides sent out contradictory signals throughout the year
that tended to confuse at least one of the other two.

**Domestic Constraints on Foreign Policy**

Before analysing the events that shaped Sino-Soviet-American relations in 1969,
it is necessary to explore the conditions under which the three countries shaped
their foreign policy. The Cultural Revolution had destroyed the institutional
tools China needed to pursue any meaningful foreign policy. The country’s lea-
dership had fragmented into roughly three groups competing for power, with the
supreme leader Mao as ultimate arbiter.\textsuperscript{6} The two radical factions around his
wife Jiang Qing and defence minister Lin Biao faced a group of moderate leaders
around Prime Minister Zhou Enlai, including the four marshals Chen Yi, Nie Rongzhen, Ye Jianying and Xu Xiangqian.\textsuperscript{7}

The 12th plenum of the eighth Central Committee (CC), the first meeting since
the radical rump-plenum in August 1966, convened in purged form between 13
and 31 October 1968. In spite of Mao’s call to end the Cultural Revolution
“next summer,”\textsuperscript{8} conflict among the three leadership factions broke open
again. Jiang and Lin attacked the four marshals for anti-revolutionary activities.

\textsuperscript{5} MacFarquhar, *Mao’s Last Revolution*, pp. 308–23.
\textsuperscript{6} Lee Hong Yung, *Politics of the Chinese Cultural Revolution* (Berkeley: University of California Press,
Under pressure, they had to relinquish their Chinese Communist Party (CCP) positions. Although Mao was unable to prevent their subsequent exclusion from policy making, he nevertheless called for their participation in the CCP congress in April.9

Although evidence of friction within the Soviet leadership during late 1968 is patchy, the duumvirate under Leonid Brezhnev and Aleksei Kosygin that had emerged after Khrushchev’s fall in October 1964 doubtless disagreed over leadership in foreign policy making.10 While the Kremlin was still focused on diffusing the crisis in Czechoslovakia, it was also at loggerheads over nuclear arms limitation talks.11 Lack of access to the relevant archival holdings in Moscow thwarts any analysis of internal disagreements over policies towards China, but in 1965 Kosygin had pushed for reconciliation while Brezhnev had remained sceptical about the possibility of rapprochement.12

In late 1968 and early 1969, the United States was in the midst of a leadership transition from Lyndon B. Johnson to Nixon following the 4 November election. Although Nixon’s platform had been vague apart from his promise to disengage from Vietnam, he had formulated some clear policy goals: détente with the Soviet Union and possibly rapprochement with China, and nuclear arms limitation negotiations with the USSR.13 Once inaugurated on 20 January, however, the new administration faced more immediate problems, such as the Sino-Soviet border clashes and the Arab-Israeli conflict.14

Nixon’s New China Policy, November 1968–February 1969

Long before the 1968 presidential election, Nixon had formulated a strategic vision for East Asia. Several trips around the world from March 1964 to June 1967 convinced him of the need to approach the problem of Communist China creatively.15 In the Foreign Affairs article “Asia after Viet Nam,” published in October 1967, he portrayed the PRC as a great threat but urged the US to

11 Guardian, 10 March 1969, p. 4.
15 The handwritten notes are in several boxes in Richard Nixon Library, Wilderness Years, Series II: Trip Files, Boxes 4, 7, 9, 11 and 13.
come “to grips with the reality of China.” During the election campaign, Nixon repeatedly called for opening channels of communication.

Without a concrete China policy in place, Nixon called in his 20 January inaugural address for “an era of negotiation.” Yet, during his first press conference seven days later, he rejected any immediate changes in policy unless the PRC provided some positive signals. Nevertheless, on 5 February Nixon ordered a complete review of his predecessor’s China policy. A draft review – the National Security Study Memorandum 14 – was ready in late April; the final review was completed on 8 August and was discussed at the National Security Council meeting six days later. The problem the Nixon administration faced, even after the March clashes at the Sino-Soviet border, was whether to seek rapprochement with the Soviet Union, China or both.

While the China policy of the United States was only slowly coming into focus, Mao carefully read the “Asia after Viet Nam” article. Although PRC media reacted negatively to Nixon’s election, Beijing positively responded to Washington’s attempts to restart the informal Warsaw ambassadorial talks, which had been dormant for some time. In a talk with Cambodian visitors in late 1968, Zhou justified this decision by stressing the necessity of being tactically flexible while sticking to the greater strategic plan. Although evidence is scant, it seems that the Taiwan issue sparked the Chinese willingness to resume informal talks.

Nixon’s inaugural address seemed to confirm to Mao that the new President sought a new beginning. After he had studied a translation, he ordered its publication in Renmin ribao on 28 January, a novelty in his China. Yet, even before
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26 ZELNP3, p. 267.
the newspaper hit the streets, Nixon’s apparent rejection of any immediate changes in US policy during his first press conference undermined Chinese goodwill. Anti-American propaganda started on the publication day of Nixon’s inaugural address. After the defection of the acting PRC chargé d’affaires to the Netherlands, Liao Heshu, to the United States in early February, the PRC cancelled the 135th meeting of the ambassadorial talks scheduled in Warsaw a few days later.

**Sino-Soviet Border Clashes, March 1969**

The Sino-Soviet border clashes on 2 and 15 March followed the militarization of the mutual border since the mid-1960s. The Soviet-Outer Mongolian defensive alliance of January 1966 permitted the USSR to station troops there. As early as November 1967, Soviet and Chinese border guards were involved in skirmishes on the frozen rivers in the eastern sector. On 5 January 1968, the Chinese side suffered its first fatalities. As a result, the CC Military Affairs Commission (MAC) of the CCP ordered the Shenyang military region to start planning an operation at a “politically opportune moment,” designed as a “bitter lesson” for the Soviets. However, no more clashes occurred in 1968 before the ice thawed. Incidents resumed in the following winter. On 19 February 1969, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) General Staff and the PRC foreign ministry agreed to a plan, submitted by Heilongjiang provincial military command, for an ambush on Zhenbao.

Also on 19 February, Mao ordered the four recently purged marshals Chen Yi, Ye Jianying, Xu Xiangqian and Nie Rongzhen to study international relations. In order to protect them from Jiang and Lin, Mao and Zhou sent them under the pretext of employment to various factories in Beijing so that they could study without political interference. The four started to work independently on various aspects of international relations on 1 March and met four times under...
Chen’s chairmanship, until Chen collated their reports into one to be submitted on the 18th.37

On 2 March, Soviet border guards marched into the Chinese ambush. The Soviet side suffered more than 31 fatalities; the exact number of Chinese casualties remains unknown.38 Afraid of “large-scale conflict,”39 Zhou stressed: “We are rational … if we start war it will be part of a world war, we don’t want to expand the conflict.”40 The incident astonished the Kremlin.41 Moscow informed its Warsaw Pact (WAPA) allies about “necessary steps to prevent further border violations.”42 In reality, the Kremlin planned a massive counterattack. However, the Soviet ambush on 15 March did not unfold as intended; the Soviet troops were unable to dislodge Chinese troops from Zhenbao.43 In total, the Chinese suffered 91 casualties (30 fatal) and the Soviets over 200, of which at least 91 were killed.44

This and simultaneous events in the United States took the Chinese by surprise. On 14 March, Nixon officially announced the stationing of a new antiballistic missile system designed to counter “a direct attack by the Soviet Union” and “the kind of attack which China is likely to be able to mount within the decade.”45 Nixon’s announcement on 14 March (American time) and the ferocity of the simultaneous Soviet assault early on 15 March (Far Eastern time) rocked the Chinese leadership. Mao concluded: “We are now isolated. No one wants to make friends with us.”46

The failure to retake Zhenbao was also a setback to the Kremlin. As early as the afternoon of 15 March, Soviet radio stations transmitted Chinese-language broadcasts implicitly threatening nuclear war.47 Although no more clashes occurred on the frozen rivers after mid-March,48 both sides continued to militarize the whole border.49

---
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The Soviet military build-up paralleled Soviet attempts to pressure China internationally. On 17 March, the WAPA Political Consultative Committee met in Budapest after it had been called by Brezhnev at short notice. Although the gathering was supposed to discuss European security issues, events in East Asia overshadowed the preparatory meetings on 15 and 16 March.\(^{50}\) Romanian resistance over a Soviet draft declaration of pact solidarity against Chinese aggression in the Far East led to acrimonious discussions throughout the previous night and even delayed the official meeting, which was attended by both Brezhnev and Kosygin.\(^{51}\) During the actual gathering, Brezhnev was preoccupied with China, at the expense of any other business.\(^{52}\)

The day after the Soviet failure to get support in Budapest, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union hosted 66 fraternal parties in Moscow in a gathering supposed to make final decisions on a world communist conference following weeks of discussions. While resentment over the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia was still lingering, the Sino-Soviet confrontation again heavily influenced the discussions. The Romanian, Italian, Austrian, Spanish and Swiss party delegations were opposed to any condemnation of the CCP. The debates eventually led to a vague statement on common objectives and the agreement to invite all parties – including the CCP – to the conference on 5 June.\(^{53}\)

**Sino-Soviet Relations, March–August 1969**

It was in this context that the Kremlin seemed to switch tactics. While the Soviet Army and Brezhnev throughout the year followed a hard line, Kosygin seemed to represent a more conciliatory policy.\(^{54}\) On 21 March, Radio Moscow suddenly denied Western news reports about Soviet nuclear threats.\(^{55}\) The same day, Kosygin tried to telephone Mao.\(^{56}\) The Chinese operator refused to connect the Soviet premier, cursed him as a “revisionist element” and then simply hung up. Zhou was shocked: “The two countries are at war, one cannot chop the messenger.”\(^{57}\) While the Soviet embassy tried to obtain Mao’s office phone number several times during the evening of the 22nd, the Chinese leadership received

---

reports alleging Soviet troop movements near Zhenbao. Zhou proposed to keep channels of communications open via the foreign ministry, but, given the supposed Soviet military preparations, to avoid any phone contacts. The Chairman agreed, but nevertheless ordered in an optimistic mood: “Immediately prepare to hold diplomatic negotiations.”58 But negotiations did not materialize.

On 22 March, Mao ordered the four marshals to prepare another report. The first one, submitted four days earlier, had quickly become obsolete following the second border clash. Mao believed that both sides had stormed into conflict without due deliberation. As a result, he concluded, China had become isolated in the world. Thus all aspects of the country’s foreign relations should be up for reconsideration.59 While ordering the marshals to write another report, he criticized their previous method of splitting up responsibilities, meeting only infrequently, collating the report from individual parts and focusing only on military issues.60 The marshals submitted the still classified second report within ten days.61

The ninth CCP congress (1 to 24 April) slowed down China’s attempts to defuse the border crisis. Although Mao tried to strengthen the moderate forces, the results of the congress were mixed. The election for the new CC resulted in a victory for the radical factions around Jiang and Lin.62 Conflict between these two factions, however, now got carried into reconstituted CCP organs.63 On 28 April, the new CC elected the Politburo, which also ended up in the hands of the members of the radical Cultural Revolution Small Group which it was supposed to replace.64

With the congress over, Mao and Zhou were finally able to address China’s international problems.65 In view of the most recent Soviet military build-up along the north-eastern border,66 Mao emphasized the need to concentrate on war readiness. Rejecting the idea of fighting on the “territory of other nations,” he argued for a defence in depth, allowing space to be traded for the world’s sympathy in case of a large-scale attack.67

Against this background, the newly constituted Politburo picked the members of the MAC, formally in charge of military planning. Although the MAC also included the four marshals, its lower-level work group under PLA General

60 Biography of Mao Zedong, p. 1543.
63 Biography of Mao Zedong, pp. 1556–57.
64 Gong Li, “Chinese decision making,” p. 324; ZELNP3, p. 293.
Huang Yongsheng 黄永胜, one of Lin’s protégés, fulfilled most of its planning functions. While Lin expected large-scale war, the four marshals received instructions to work on another report on a general assessment of China’s position in world affairs. However, Chen wondered how far the marshals could depart from Lin’s report on foreign relations to the recent CCP congress. Thus, while Zhou provided the four with two assistants from the foreign ministry, they still waited for over a month for additional instructions.

Once the congress was over, Mao also turned toward diplomatic measures. On 1 May, he invited several ambassadors from friendly or neutral countries to attend the Labour Day festivities in Tiananmen Square, where he announced the resending of Chinese ambassadors abroad and apologized for the Cultural Revolution violence against foreign embassies. From 15 May to 17 August, the PRC stationed ambassadors in almost 20 countries across the globe, except in the socialist world but including Vietnam. Yet Beijing made no overtures to the United States; Zhou only instructed Lei Yang 雷阳, who left for Warsaw to become chargé d’affaires in June, “to pay close attention to developments in US policy.”

Following Kosygin’s unsuccessful call, Soviet policy seemed to vacillate between confrontation and accommodation. On the one hand, anti-Chinese propaganda increased dramatically after 22 March. According to American intelligence, Kosygin’s son-in-law Jermen Gvishiani and the nuclear specialist Lev A. Artsimovich tried to solicit American reactions with hints of a Soviet attack on Chinese nuclear facilities during their spring stay in Boston. In the same vein, the Soviet Union also tried to organize China’s neighbours in an anti-Chinese security system. Kosygin travelled to India on 5 May, where he tabled a proposal of greater regional cooperation, particularly with Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran. The chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, Nikolai V. Podgorny, visited North Korea from 14 to 19 May, but failed to achieve the desired show of unity. During his subsequent five-day stay in Outer Mongolia, Podgorny and Yumjaagiyn Tsedenbal agreed that border
problems should be settled “first of all at the negotiation table.” Kosygin’s tour of Afghanistan and Pakistan on 30 and 31 May obviously had the aim of promoting the security system once more, but Pakistani General-turned-President Agha Muhammad Yahya Khan warned Kosygin that his country was unwilling to be drawn into any anti-Chinese cooperation.

The Soviets tightened the screws once more at the Moscow meeting of the world’s communist movement from 5 to 17 June. Seventy-five communist parties gathered in an attempt to overcome past divisions – divisions not only over Czechoslovakia but also over the PRC. In his opening remarks, Brezhnev avoided mentioning the disagreements with China, but during his long speech two days later, the Soviet party leader attacked the PRC for splittist activities and called for an Asian security system similar to WAPA. Brezhnev explicitly called for a new, separate alliance system because he knew that some WAPA members had previously rejected the use of that alliance against China. But the Romanian, Italian, Australian, Swiss and Swedish party delegations warned against turning the gathering into an anti-China meeting while strongly advocating Sino-Soviet negotiations. In view of the failure to obtain significant political support against China, the proposed Asian security system never took off.

On the other hand, the Soviet government indicated in a 29 March note to its Chinese counterpart that it was willing to restart border negotiations that had been stalled since September 1964. After a while, on 11 May, the PRC agreed to convene the Sino-Soviet Commission on the Navigation of Boundary Rivers in mid-June. This agreement reflected Beijing’s decision to balance its foreign policies. In particular, it did not want to provide the United States with an opening to exploit the Sino-Soviet conflict, while at the same time it tried to maximize its
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own opportunities. Concurrently, it also did not wish to make too many concessions to Moscow. Overshadowed by the 8 July border incidents at Bacha Island (Heilongjiang River), the commission met from 18 June to August and was able to resolve only minor issues.

It was in the context of this dual Soviet policy that Zhou turned to the four marshals, criticizing them for having lost a month in providing strategic advice. On 27 May, they finally started to work in the same conspiratorial framework while, for the following seven weeks, Zhou provided them with sensitive information. The final report reflected the help of one of Zhou’s assistants who researched English-language materials, including Western newspapers.

The 11 July report was the first Chinese official analysis of international relations to contain the Western concept of a Sino-Soviet-American power triangle, to which the Chinese leadership had previously not subscribed. Defining “the struggle between China, the United States and the Soviet Union” as the dominant feature in international relations, it concluded that war with the United States was highly unlikely, but a quick Soviet “war of aggression against China” possible. Yet the marshals believed that Moscow shied away from a long war because of logistical, economic and political difficulties. They considered recent Western news speculation of a Soviet, American or combined nuclear attack on China mostly an empty threat. Ultimately, China would be best served if it was willing to defend itself actively, to take positive diplomatic steps on a global scale and to develop itself economically. However, the four marshals did not advocate Sino-American rapprochement; China should continue to oppose both the United States and the Soviet Union.

Sino-Soviet-American Relations, July and August 1969

Since its inauguration, the Nixon administration had been pondering its own China policy. A 17 June letter by Democratic senator and majority leader Mike Mansfield to Zhou was designed to bring new momentum. Written in cooperation with the White House and sent via the Cambodian Prince
Sihanouk, it requested a personal meeting to improve mutual understanding.\textsuperscript{99} After its arrival in Beijing as late as 26 July,\textsuperscript{100} the prime minister declined to invite the senator because of both the “policy of aggression” which the United States was waging and the “occupation ‘by force of the province of Taiwan’.”\textsuperscript{101} Yet, although Zhou’s reply to Mansfield was harsh, he and Mao placed it within the context of increased Soviet pressure and supposed US attempts to use China to “pressure Soviet revisionism.” Thus, the marshals were ordered to write another report.\textsuperscript{102}

In the meantime, Nixon had decided to remove travel and trading restrictions with China but had not yet determined when to make his decision public.\textsuperscript{103} In early July, he ordered the launch of National Security Study Memorandum 63 to “consider the broad implications of the Sino-Soviet rivalry.”\textsuperscript{104} An internal report had raised the possibility of Soviet fears of a Sino-American rapprochement giving rise to Soviet-American détente. The memo made the novel implication that Washington could have good relations with both Moscow and Beijing.\textsuperscript{105}

After the failure of the Mansfield probe, Nixon tried to send peace-feelers through Pakistan and Romania, two countries which had kept friendly relations with China and which he visited during a trip around the world. On 1 August, in Pakistan, the President stated that “the US would welcome accommodation with Communist China and would appreciate if President Yahya Khan would let Chou En-lai know this.” American intentions, however, were so vague that Kissinger instructed his staff four weeks later to call the Pakistani ambassador, Agha Hilaly, with the clarification that “the President had in mind … that President Yahya might at some natural and appropriate time convey this statement … in a low-key factual way.”\textsuperscript{106} Yet Yahya Khan apparently had already passed the President’s word to China.\textsuperscript{107}

From Pakistan, Nixon flew directly to Romania for talks on 2–3 August. In specially arranged private meetings, Nixon and Nicolae Ceaușescu extensively discussed China. Nixon indicated that he not only considered Brezhnev’s proposal for an Asian collective security system a mistake but also felt that China’s size and potential was the main reason for the United States to establish normal relations. At the very end of the talks, he asked his host to play “a mediating
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role between us and China.” Ceauşescu merely promised that “we shall tell our opinion to the Chinese, and of your opinion of this problem.” 108 The Romanians seemed to have handled the mediation task with utmost secrecy and at the highest level only. Ceauşescu did not mention Nixon’s request in his report to the Romanian Party Executive Committee on 4 August. 109 The prime minister Ion Gheorghe Maurer personally passed Nixon’s feelers to Zhou on 7 September when he stopped over in Beijing en route to Ho Chi Minh’s funeral in Hanoi. 110 If Ho had died later, the American message would have been delayed even more.

The necessity for the United States to rethink its China foreign policy became evident on 13 August. Just five days after the end of the Sino-Soviet border navigation talks, a major border clash occurred at the border’s western sector, probably incited by the Soviet side. 111 In its aftermath, Moscow again threatened nuclear war. 112 In reality, the Soviet leadership was undecided about such a drastic step; eventually, it would dismiss nuclear war as unfeasible against populous China. 113

At the National Security Council meeting on 14 August, Nixon asserted that he had emphasized during his trip around the world that “we do not intend to join the Soviets in any plan to ‘gang up’ on China.” 114 However, neither a discernible policy change nor a public statement on this position followed. Beijing was left in the dark, which, as outlined below, had an enormous impact on its policy choices.

At an 18 August lunch meeting, the second secretary of the Soviet embassy in Washington and a suspected KGB (Soviet secret service) agent, Boris N. Davydov, asked a mid-level State Department official, William L. Stearman, “point blank what the US would do if the Soviet Union attacked and destroyed China’s nuclear installations.” 115 Nine days later, the State Department and the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) publicly announced that the Soviet government had reportedly asked its Warsaw Pact allies about a “pre-emptive Soviet attack on … China’s nuclear weapons center at Lop...
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It is unclear why the US government went public. Although Washington did not indicate its own position in the ongoing confrontation, the recent peace-feelers of the Nixon administration in Pakistan and Romania suggest that the United States was already tilting towards China.

The Chinese leaders knew about the US public announcement within a day; the news arrived while Beijing was considering defensive preparations. Mao and Zhou immediately ordered the general mobilization of the PLA and massive civilian and military preparations against a Soviet attack. This stood in marked contrast to the defence policies implemented since April which had addressed mainly the frequent flare-ups of violence in several provinces: factional fighting had occurred in early April in Shanxi, on 11 May in Guizhou, on 17 May in Wuhan (Hubei), and on unspecified dates in Henan and Jiangsu. This unrest was highly problematic, since Shanxi, where the Chinese leadership expected a deep conventional attack by Soviet troops stationed in Outer Mongolia, was at the heart of Chinese defensive plans. Western journalists in Hong Kong picked up the quickening war preparations by 29 August. On the 30th, Gansu province ordered the urban population to leave the cities and “scatter” to the provinces. War preparations in Guangdong started the following day. Beijing mobilized its 8 million inhabitants on 2 September.

The Kosygin–Zhou Talks and Their Consequences, September 1969

Ho’s death on 3 September interrupted China’s war planning. The following day Zhou flew to Hanoi to express his condolences. Although foreign news agencies reported that he quickly departed to avoid meeting the Soviet delegation, he in fact returned to Beijing to resume military preparations.

Kosygin arrived in Hanoi some days later with the intention of contacting Zhou. By that time, the USSR had realized that Sino-Soviet conflict had opened the door to the possibility of Sino-American rapprochement, and thus tried preventive diplomacy. On the day of Ho’s funeral service on 9 September 1969, Kosygin attempted to contact the Chinese government through Vietnamese channels. Although Chinese sources blame the Vietnamese for the subsequent
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delay, it seems that Beijing deliberated extensively on Kosygin’s proposal. Against the background of Maurer’s 7 September communication of Nixon’s peace-feelers, it eventually decided to agree in order “to whet the appetite of the Americans.” But its reply arrived in Hanoi only after Kosygin had left for Moscow via Calcutta. Once the Chinese agreement caught up with him during a refueling stop in Dushanbe in Soviet Central Asia, he ordered the plane to fly via Siberia to Beijing.

No transcript of the Zhou–Kosygin meeting at Beijing airport on 11 September has surfaced. Mikhail S. Kapitsa remembers that the two prime ministers talked about past Sino-Soviet disagreements, border problems, the re-dispatch of ambassadors and economic cooperation. According to Chinese recollections, Zhou announced China’s preparations for diplomatic relations with the United States, obviously with the goal of increasing pressure. After the meeting, Soviet propaganda stopped and the borders remained quiet. Although defence preparations in China continued, Zhou reported to Mao about his talks with Kosygin on 13 September, advising him to accept border negotiations. The two Chinese leaders furthermore believed that this would “increase capital to pressure American imperialism.” On 16 September, the CCP Politburo discussed a draft letter by Zhou to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union with detailed proposals to relax the situation at the border.

The same day, a KGB leak to the *London Evening Times* recommenced Soviet threats against China’s nuclear weapons project. Although the US embassy in Moscow called it Soviet psychological warfare, Mao and Zhou suddenly doubted the sincerity of Kosygin’s motives five days before. Equating his visit with Japanese deceitful behaviour before the attack on Pearl Harbor in late 1941, the two convinced themselves that the Soviet Union was using diplomacy to obscure its war preparations.

---
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It was in this context that the four marshals submitted their fourth report on 17 September. They had met for almost 30 hours in total since 29 July to discuss the “Sino-American-Soviet triangle.” Before the 13 August Sino-Soviet border clash, they had advocated equidistance from both superpowers. After the public US revelation of Soviet inquiries about an attack on China’s nuclear weapons project, they advocated playing “the American card.” Even if they did not expect “a large-scale [Soviet] invasion,” Chen and his colleagues urged “taking advantage of American-Soviet contradictions.”

The final version of the 17 September report asserted that “Soviet revisionism might attack,” but it also claimed that Moscow did not have the stomach for a military conflict with Beijing. As Kosygin’s visit to the Chinese capital seemed to prove, not only the United States but also the Soviet Union was extending its hand to China for improved relations; thus, the PRC was in the “beneficial” position of being able to choose between the two. However, at the end of the report, Chen added some “non-conformist ideas.” China should resume the Warsaw talks and possibly even raise their level in a “strategic move.” Yet while “we should not raise any preconditions” in these talks, no concessions on Taiwan should be made.

Despite these positive recommendations, both Zhou and Mao were worried that Washington had not yet publicly declared its position regarding Moscow’s threats against Beijing’s nuclear weapons project. The two concluded – wrongly – that the United States not only supported the Soviet Union but was deliberately waiting for the two communist rivals to go to war in order to join the conflict late on the winning side, as it presumably had done in the First and Second World Wars. The final version of Zhou’s letter to Kosygin of 18 September thus included the demand to stop threats against China’s nuclear weapons project. The Soviet reply a week later asked for negotiations to start in Beijing on 10 October but did not contain any references to the nuclear issue. Mao and Zhou concluded that this meant that war was indeed imminent.

Consequently, the Chinese leadership started with emergency preparations for war. While Zhou responded to Kosygin’s letter on 29 September with a request to postpone the talks for another ten days, presumably with the idea of gaining more time, Lin ordered the PLA on full alert by 30 September in anticipation of a Soviet attack on China’s National Day, 1 October. The Chinese leadership was surprised when the Soviet attack did not come, but remained suspicious. War preparations continued.
In anticipation of a Soviet attack at around 20 October – the start of border negotiations – most of the top Chinese leaders, including the four marshals, left Beijing to different locations throughout the PRC with the aim both of escaping anticipated capture by Soviet troops and of positioning themselves to organize guerilla warfare.\textsuperscript{148} Simultaneously, a mass campaign to build air raid shelters gathered momentum in urban centres.\textsuperscript{149} On 17 October, Lin ordered the PLA on emergency alert.\textsuperscript{150}

Again, the Soviet Union did not attack, neither after the start of the first round of Sino-Soviet border talks on 20 October nor after their preliminary failure on 11 December.\textsuperscript{151} But the PRC, according to an East German report, continued to suffer from a “war psychosis” in anticipation of the freezing of the rivers.\textsuperscript{152} The quiet at the border throughout the winter of 1969/70 eventually convinced the Chinese leaders that the worst was over. On 1 May, Mao received the head of the Soviet border negotiation delegation on Tiananmen with the words: “We should negotiate well, should have good-neighbourly relations, should be patient, and only fight with words.”\textsuperscript{153}

The war scare was the result of three factors. China’s self-isolation had led to security paranoia in Beijing. Soviet diplomacy – intended or not – increased Chinese security fears. And finally, Washington’s failure to take a clear public position in the Sino-Soviet conflict made the situation worse, despite Nixon’s policy tilt towards the PRC since August. In fact, on 9 September, the President had instructed the US ambassador in Warsaw, Walter Stoessel, to express his desire for improved relations once he had the chance to meet Lei Yang.\textsuperscript{154} However, no public signals were sent out.

It was only on 24 September that the Nixon administration decided to rebuke the Soviets in some form, at a time when American inaction had already caused the PRC to fall into a war scare.\textsuperscript{155} Thus, on the 30th, Secretary of State William Rogers asked the Pakistani Minister of Information and National Affairs, Sher Ali Khan Pataudi, whether China had replied to Nixon’s secret 1 August inquiry, but received a negative reply.\textsuperscript{156} Nevertheless, as Paris informed Washington, during the 25 September meeting with the French ambassador, Etienne Manac’h, Zhou expressed a “rather sympathetic view of US policy towards the
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Sino-Soviet dispute.” Obviously, the fourth report of the marshals had started to have an impact on Zhou’s mind.

On 10 October, Kissinger decided to send the first public signal. After Pakistani ambassador Hilaly had asked the United States to make a concrete gesture, Kissinger announced the withdrawal of two US destroyers from the Taiwan Strait and proposed that Pakistan act as a secret channel. Cunningly, Kissinger cast the withdrawal of the ships as an important concession, although it had already been decided for budgetary reasons. In a handwritten letter some days later, Hilaly urged Yahya Khan to hurry with this communication and not wait for Zhou’s scheduled visit to Pakistan. However, it took until 5 November for the message to arrive in the Pakistani embassy in Beijing and another nine days to reach Zhou. In the meantime, on 7 November, the United States publicly announced that it would stop its naval patrols of the Taiwan Strait which had started in mid-1950.

Even before Beijing had received this message, the PRC foreign ministry considered signalling to Washington its readiness to relax relations. Following a 27 October routine inquiry by the US Consul General in Hong Kong about the fate of two American sailors who had been arrested as they strayed into Chinese territorial waters in February, the ministry concluded on 7 November that this was an American test of Chinese responsiveness, and thus advised Mao to order their release as a sign of goodwill. After both this and the Pakistani message on the withdrawal of US ships from the Taiwan Strait, Zhou sent the proposal to Mao on 16 November: “We should pay attention to Nixon’s and Kissinger’s inclinations.”

On 1 December, the chargé d’affaires of the PRC embassy in Poland, Lei Yang, received orders to invite the US ambassador. Walter Stoessel, however, acted more quickly when he cornered an interpreter of the Chinese embassy two days later at a reception in the Yugoslav embassy. The next day, Mao agreed to Zhou’s proposal to start talks in Warsaw and to free the two US sailors. Four days later, Lei invited Stoessel to talks in the PRC embassy in
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Warsaw. During the unusually friendly meeting, the ambassador reconfirmed that the United States desired “greater communication with the People’s Republic of China” in the ambassadorial talks, but did “not wish to engage in a sterile rehash of old ideological arguments.”

At a return visit to the US embassy on 8 January 1970, the Chinese chargé d’affaires stated that the PRC was ready to resume the informal ambassadorial-level talks in 12 days. Although no Chinese ambassador had arrived from Beijing, the 135th Sino-American ambassadorial meeting in Warsaw took place with Lei Yang attending as the PRC representative. Although peaceful coexistence and Taiwan were still major points of disagreement, the meeting again took place in an unusually cordial manner. The Chinese chargé d’affaires stated China’s interest to “fundamentally improve relations between China and the US.”

Conclusion

The momentous changes within Sino-Soviet-American relations over the course of 1969 were not the product of intentional design. Despite formulating a grand vision in late 1967, the Nixon administration had no detailed China policy ready when it came to office in early 1969. The signals it conveyed to China before October 1969 were weak and contradictory. As a result, for most of 1969, the PRC was confused about the US position on Sino-Soviet-American relations. It was only by early October that Washington started to send out clear signs that it wanted to seek rapprochement with Beijing.

China was institutionally and politically unable to shape events during the year. For 15 years, its interest in contacts with the United States had been simply to gain control over Taiwan. The 2 March 1969 border clash was neither a strategic move nor a signal to the United States but an aggressive though limited defence against Soviet encroachment. However, the Soviet reaction threatened to escalate the crisis beyond Chinese intentions. As a result of its international self-isolation, China’s leadership suffered from an insecurity complex, which was further exacerbated by the lack of international links necessary for intelligence gathering. The Cultural Revolution inhibited China from conducting a coherent foreign policy and thus led it into a war scare. Throughout much of 1969, Beijing continued to maintain equidistance between the superpowers. It was only once the United States had sent out clear signals, after the PRC had gone through the war scare, that Beijing was willing to improve relations with the United States despite the Taiwan issue.
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The Soviet Union pursued a double-edged policy towards China, either intentionally or accidentally, throughout 1969. It clearly had not understood the limited nature of the 2 March border clashes, and it tended to respond disproportionately to Chinese actions throughout the year. As a result, it helped to push the Chinese leadership into a war scare by the autumn of the year. Although Soviet actions were partly motivated by genuine concerns over the possibility of a Sino-American rapprochement, Moscow eventually could not prevent the improvement of relations between Beijing and Washington.